2022 NCAA Division I Men's Tennis Championship
Event: Doubles Championship

Round of 32
May 24
1 Jacob Fearnley/Luc Fomba, TCU
    Charles Bertimon/Mavence Bertimon, VCU
    Carl Emil Overbeck/Yuta Kikuchi, California
    Francisco Rocha/Oskar Broström Paulson, Middle Tenn.
5-8 Finlay Murgett/Tad McClean, Auburn
    Brian Ceno/Mac Kiger, North Carolina
    Jamieson Nathan/Matej Panik, Montana St.
    Chris Redesch/Ryan Goetz, Virginia
4 Cleeve Harper/Richard Camara, Texas
    Philip Henning/Trent Bryde, Georgia
    Justin Barki/Ryan Seggerman, Princeton
    Andres Martin/Marcus McDaniel, Georgia Tech
5-8 Ben Shelton/Sam Riffice, Florida
    Juan Pablo Grassi Mazzuchi/Matias Soto, Baylor
    Justin Boulaas/James Trotter, Ohio St.
    Emile Hudd/Shunsuke Mitsui, Tennessee
7 Kenner Taylor/Noah Schachter, Texas A&M
    Arthur Fery/Alexandre Rotsaert, Stanford
    Connor Thomson/Daniel Rodrigues, South Carolina
5-8 Eliot Spizzirri/Siemon Woldaob, Texas
    David Stevenson/Jeremy Taylor, Memphis
    Alex Ayeni/Vladislav Melenic, Cornell
    Jordan Chrysostom/Ryan Fishback, Virginia Tech
3 Jake Finn Bass/Sween Lah, Baylor
    Andrew Fenty/Nino Ehrenschneider, Michigan
    Joshua Charlton/Quinn Vandecastelee, Oregon
    Jakob Schnaitter/Siddhant Banthia, Wake Forest
5-8 Bradley Frye/Stefan Dostanic, Southern California
    August Holmgren/Guillhem Osorio, San Diego
    Adam Walton/Pat Harper, Tennessee
    Finn Reynolds/Lukas Engelhardt, Ole Miss
2 Matej Vocel/Robert Cash, Ohio St.

Round of 16
May 25

Quarterfinals
May 26

Semifinals
May 27

Championship
May 28

All times are Central time.
Information subject to change.

Khan Outdoor Tennis Complex
Champaign, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, host

All available streams will be in the TennisONE app.
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